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Abstract:
This seminar will critically review key concepts, themes and contemporary debates around the tourist

experience by using a marketing perspective. Specifically, the aim of this communication is to present and

discuss a framework for designing responsible tourist experiences through the theoretical lens of experiential

and sensory marketing with links to environmental psychology. To this end, a section will depict particular

external factors to the individuals that have been suggested as key to shaping compelling and responsible

tourist experiences, regardless of their type, namely: sensory stimuli (physical and virtual), social elements,

products, and themes. Practical case examples (destinations, firms, and attractions) will be offered to illustrate

the referred marketing approaches to the different elements composing the tourist experience and its respective

outcomes. This analysis considers the multi-phasic nature of the tourist experience, as well as the contribution

of these contemporary marketing approaches to the creation of innovative offerings and communication

strategies addressed to segments of visitors fitting sustainable tourism goals set by destinations and companies.
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About the speaker:

Dora Agapito is a Senior Lecturer in Tourism and Event Management at the Department of Marketing and

Tourism, Lincoln International Business School, University of Lincoln, United Kingdom. She has previously

served as an Invited Assistance Professor at the University of Algarve, Portugal, where she received her PhD

degree in Tourism. She is also a member of the Editorial Board of the international journal Destination

Marketing & Management and a member of the professional body Travel and Tourism Research Association

(TTRA). Agapito is an active consultant and academic conference speaker as well as a prolific writer. Her

research interests and publications cover the areas of tourist experience, destination marketing management,

consumer psychology, sensory experience, and rural tourism.
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